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At 0248 on 5/5/86 a main turbine runback was initiated from 71 percent
power. Turbine control valves throttled closed as a result of the
runback while turbine bypass valves opened to control pressure. As the
bypass valves reached full open and the control valves continued to close
the reactor pressure began to increase. At 0249 the reactor scrammed on
high reactor pressure. The high stator water cooling temperature
setpoint which initiated the runback was found to have drifted low. All
systems functioned normally. There was no adverse effect on the health
and safety of the public. The Reactor Protection System operated as
designed to affect a safe shutdown.
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EVENT

At 0248 on 5/5/86 while at 71 percent rated power, a " Turbine Runback
Stator Coolant Trouble" alarm was received. An equipment operator was
dispatched to the local skid to determine the cause, while the reactor
operator started the standby stator water cooling pump. With the main
turbine runback circuit energized the turbine control valves (TCVs)
began to ramp closed at approximately 2 percent every 20 seconds,
reducing turbine load.

As reactor pressure increased due to the control valve closure, the
turbine bypass valves opened to control pressure at 992 psig. When
the bypass valves reached full open and the TCVs continuing to ramp
closed, reactor pressure began to increase. At 0249 a high reactor
pressure scram occurred.

CAUSE

Stator coolant temperature switches 1GMC-TS63 through 1GMC-TS72, which
provide input to the turbine runback circuit, were functionally
checked. Their trip setpoint was found approximately 24 degrees C
low. The trip setpoint should be at 81 degrees C. The setpoint
locking bar was also found missing which could have allowed vibration
to cause the setpoint to drift. High temperature pre-trip alarm
switches are from different indications. These indications were also
found to be reading approximately 16 degrees C low which did not allow
for pre-warning of a turbine runback.

All stator water temperatures and components cooled by the system
remained normal. No actual high temperatures existed.

ANALYSIS

The turbine runback circuit is such that on detection of low pressure
or high temperature in the stator water cooling system the turbine
load set will be ramped down in an effort to reduce generator output
to approximately 24 percent or less within 3.5 minutes in order to
avoid an automatic turbine trip. As the load set is reduced and
actual load follows with the TCVs closing, actual thermal power must
be reduced to within the capacity of the bypass valves plus the
reduced turbine load (approximately 24 percent) . Since the River Bend
Station bypass valve capacity is limited to 10 percent and the initial
power level was 71 percent, there was insufficient time to affect a
reduction in thermal power to within these limits. Steam production
is then greater than steam load and as a result pressure increases in
the reactor.

ACTIONS

Via Maintenance Work Request (MWR) 38696, the temperature switches
were recalibrated and a locking bar and seal wire were installed on
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the adjustment knobs. Similar turbine instrumentation were also
checked to ensure'that locking bars were in place. The indicators
which provide the alarm function could not be calibrated to indicate
properly. MWR 37205 has been initiated to replace and calibrate these
alarm temperature indicators.

CONCLUSION

With the exception of the setpoint drifting due to lack of a locking
bar, all systems and components functioned properly. Had the
temperature switches not drifted there would have been no event.

At no time was there any adverse effect on the health and safety of
the public. The Reactor Protection System operated as designed'to
affect a safe shutdown.
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RtVER BEND STATION POST OFFICE 80x 220 ST FRANCISvtLLE, LOUISIAN A 70775

AflEA CODE 504 $35 6094 346 9651

June 4, 1986
RBG- 23827
File Nos. G9.5, G9.25.1.3

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Sir:

River Bend Station - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-458

Please find enclosed Licensee Event Report No. 86-037 for
River Bend Station - Unit 1. This report is submitted pursuant
to 10CFR50.73.

Sincerely,

j. E. W
J. E. Booker
Manager-Engineering,
Nuclear Fuels & Licensing
River Bend Nuclear Groupi

Pl' W
JEB/TFP/DRG/d H/je

cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
,

611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

INPO Records Center
1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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